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APPENDIX

Peer Dictation: Quotations About Service Text A

Work with a partner to complete the following list of inspirational quotations related to service to 
others. Take turns reading the quotation to your partner and helping ensure that the quotations are 
correctly written. Do not look at your partner’s paper when writing.

Useful phrases: What did ________ (person) say about service? How do you spell _____?

Could you repeat the first/last part? Could you repeat the bit after _________?

How to express the punctuation: 

. = period   , = comma   ’ = apostrophe ? = question mark

; = semi-colon : = colon “ = open quotation ” close quotation

“The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others.” —Mahatma Gandhi 

__________________________________________________________________ —Muhammad Ali 

“There is no higher religion than human service. To work for the common  
good is the greatest creed.” —Albert Schweitzer

__________________________________________________________________ —Martin Luther King Jr. 

“Only a life lived for others is a life worthwhile.” –Albert Einstein 

__________________________________________________________________ —William James

“You will rise by lifting others.” –Robert Green Ingersoll 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ —Dalai Lama 

“When you help someone up a hill, you find yourself closer to the top.” —Brownie Wise

__________________________________________________________________ —Mother Teresa

“He who lives only to benefit himself confers on the world a benefit when he dies.” —Tertullian

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ —Maya Angelou

Discuss the quotations: What do they mean to you? Which do you like best? Why?
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Peer Dictation: Quotations About Service Text B 

Work with a partner to complete the following list of inspirational quotations related to service to 
others. Take turns reading the quotation to your partner and helping ensure that the quotations are 
correctly written. Do not look at your partner’s paper when writing.

Useful phrases: What did ________ (person) say about service? How do you spell _____?

Could you repeat the first/last part? Could you repeat the bit after _________?

How to express the punctuation: 

. = period   , = comma  ’ = apostrophe ? = question mark

; = semi-colon : = colon “ = open quotation ” close quotation

____________________________________________________________________  —Mahatma Gandhi 

“Service to others is the rent you pay for your room here on earth.” —Muhammad Ali 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ —Albert Schweitzer

“Life’s most persistent and urgent question is: What are you doing  
for others?” —Martin Luther King Jr. 

____________________________________________________________________ —Albert Einstein 

“Act as if what you do makes a difference. It does.” —William James

____________________________________________________________________ —Robert Green Ingersoll

“Our greatest duty and our main responsibility is to help others. But please,  
if you can’t help them, would you please not hurt them.” —Dalai Lama 

____________________________________________________________________  —Brownie Wise

“If you can’t feed a hundred people, then feed just one.” —Mother Teresa

____________________________________________________________________  —Tertullian

“When we cast our bread upon the waters we can presume that someone  
downstream whose face we will never know will benefit from our action,  
as we who are downstream from another will profit from the grantor’s gift.” —Maya Angelou

Discuss the quotations: What do they mean to you? Which do you like best? Why?


